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Fig. 1. INDEFOR “No Hunting” sign on the road to Pico Basilé (Photo by David Montgomery) 
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SUMMARY 
Due to its rich biodiversity, Bioko Island is a key site for conservation in Africa. 
The high incidence of illegal hunting and regular occurrence of the bushmeat trade, 
however, poses a serious threat to the fauna of Bioko, particularly primates. This year 
(2013) the Government of Equatorial Guinea, particularly the province of Bioko Sur, has 
taken active steps to enforce the law that regulates hunting in an attempt to protect the 
country’s wildlife. These include: (1) the arrest in March/April 2013 of members of the 
military that were hunting illegally along the Ureka road; (2) the recent arrest of one of 
several poachers in Luba and the immediate burning of their bushmeat; and (3) the 
erection of INDEFOR “No hunting” signs on roads that enter the two protected areas of 
Bioko. In the following report, three recommendations are provided, including ensuring 
that government officials are well informed regarding the laws that regulate hunting in 
Bioko.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
Bioko Island, Equatorial Guinea, part of the Guinean Forest Biodiversity Hotspot, 
remains as one of the most important areas in Africa for conservation. In particular, out 
of the seven species of diurnal primates (several of which are endemic subspecies) that 
are found in Bioko, four are classified as endangered by the IUCN. In order to protect the 
rich biodiversity of the Island, in 2000 the Government of Equatorial Guinea established 
two protected areas and banned hunting within them: the Pico Basilé National Park and 
the Caldera de Luba Scientific Reserve. More recently, on October 27th, 2007, a 
Presidential Decree banned the hunting and consumption of primates. Despite this, illegal 
hunting continues and a well-established and organized bushmeat trade is still in place. 
Fresh monkey meat, along with that of other endangered animals, can be found for sale at 
the Semu Market in Malabo. In the last few months, however, there have been some signs 
that the Government of Equatorial Guinea, particularly in the Bioko Sur Province, are 
taking active steps to enforce the hunting law.   
Here, detailed descriptions of such cases are provided, as well as a series of 
recommended actions that the Bioko Biodiversity Protection Program (BBPP) can take to 
ensure the Government continues such positive efforts. These include ensuring that 
agents of the government and military are well informed about the laws involving the 
protection of the Island’s wildlife. This has already been undertaken in one arena, as Mr. 
Esara Echube, Dean of the School of Environmental Studies at the National University of 
Equatorial Guinea (UNGE) has had a discussion with the Governor of Luba, which may 
have facilitated the implementation of the law in recent times. 
 
REPORTED CASES 
1. Military poachers on the Luba-Ureca road. It has been reported that a group of 
soldiers from the military (as many as 15 per day) were regularly driven down the Ureca 
road each morning, usually to the village of Ureca. They would then go into the forest 
and hunt until the evening when they would be picked up. The soldiers were of various 
ranks, including some higher officials.  
In March or April of 2013, someone within the Ministry of Environment* ordered 
the head of the military in Bioko Sur to stop this practice and detained the people 
involved. To do so, the military sent higher ranked soldiers to arrest the hunters and they 
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were jailed. The military also set up a check point on the road to Ureca to check the cars 
for bushmeat or evidence of hunting as they went through. The post was effective for a 
few months, but it is no longer in place.  
 This account of the arrest was provided by Feliciano [no last name or phone 
number was noted] to David Fernández on November 23rd, 2013. Feliciano works for 
Mobil supervising the delivery of material to Mobil and its contractors. He is also the 
PDGE youth mobilizer for Bioko Sur. 
*This needs to be confirmed, it is possible that it was somebody within the Government of 
Luba. 
 
2. Poachers detained in Luba. In November 2013, a delegate from the Government for 
Luba learned of hunters bringing bushmeat out of the forest near Luba, and informed the 
Governor of Luba. Subsequently, the Governor of Luba ordered their arrest and called the 
local news agency. It has been reported that there were 3 or 4 hunters, but only one was 
apprehended. The arrest took place in the week of November 11th, 2013. As of 
Novermber 23rd the hunter was still in jail in Malabo. The meat that was confiscated, 
which included over 50 pieces including eagles and monkeys, was burned on the spot. 
The incident was reported on the EG radio, and thus there is no footage or official 
pictures [this is according to David Montgomery’s contact at EGTV]. There may be 
pictures taken by witnesses.  
 This event was first brought to our attention by Bernardo, (MEGI), who heard 
about it on the radio and informed Sally Vickland (BBPP). It was later confirmed to 
David Fernández by Feliciano (see Case 1) and by Mr. Esara Echube (UNGE). 
 
3. “No Hunting” signs by INDEFOR. Currently, BBPP staff has confirmed the 
existence of three “No Hunting” signs on Bioko Island: one on the road up to the top of 
Pico Basile (UTM coordinates: 485092 m E, 407097 N), one on the road from Luba to 
Moka [coordinates pending] and one on the road that is being built from Luba to Ureca 
[coordinates pending].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Close-up of an INDEFOR “No hunting” sign (Photo by David Montgomery) 
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The first sign was seen in October 2013 on the road to Moka by Drs. Drew Cronin 
and Shaya Hornarvar. The second sign, on the road to Ureca, was first observed on 
November 21st, 2013, by Dr. Drew Cronin, David Montgomery and Dr. David Fernández. 
Given the state of the sign tilted to one side – which would indicate that road construction 
have taken place after the sign was already up –, it is possible that this sign was erected at 
the same time as the sign on the road to Moka. Finally, the sign on the road to Pico Basilé 
was first documented on November 30th, 2013 by David Montgomery. The sign was put 
up between November 2nd and November 30th, as David Montgomery did not see it on 
November 2nd when he previously traveled that road. It seems that the sign is at 800m 
elevation, where the boundary of the National Park lies. This, however, also needs to be 
confirmed. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. INDEFOR “No hunting” signs (a) on the road Luba-Moka (Photo by Barrett 
Miles), (b) on the road Luba-Ureca (Photo by David Fernández), and (c) on the road to 
Pico Basilé (Photo by David Montgomery). 
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x TBA – Barrett completed the list of visitors; however it has not yet been sent via email. The list 
will follow shortly. 
 
Fig.1.2. Shaya with new New INDEFOR sign on the way to Moka. 
a. 
b. c. 
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FINAL REMARKS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Given the active steps that the Government of Equatorial Guinea has taken 
towards enforcing the law regulating hunting within the protected areas and the 
consumption and trade of primates, it may be an ideal time to engage government 
officials in discussions regarding conservation, and possibly also the advent of 
ecotourism that accompanies effective conservation, to ensure the continuation of these 
practices.  
As a first step in this endeavor, as previously mentioned, Mr. Esara Echube, Dean 
of the School of Environmental Studies of UNGE, has recently been working with the 
Governor of Luba on such issues. As Mr. Esara explained to David Fernández on 
November 28th, 2013, the Governor of Luba requested that Mr. Esara provide a report 
summarizing the laws that protect the biodiversity of Bioko Island. Mr. Esara put 
together and delivered this file to the Governor in November 2013. It is possible that the 
arrest of the poachers in Luba in November (Case 2) was a direct consequence of the 
Governor being informed about such laws.  
 
As such, the following is recommended:  
 
1. Establish contact with regional governments to encourage the implementation of the 
law. One possible method of implementing the law could be to train a force of local 
people to work at military/police check points to inspect public buses/vans (‘coches de 
linea’) and certain cars for bushmeat. Both the Ministry of Environment and the Ministry 
of Defense should be involved in the establishment of this practice. 
 
2. Ensure that local governments are aware of the law regarding hunting (particularly 
primates and other endangered species) to improve implementation of the law. To do so, 
a document such as the report that Mr. Esara Echube provided to the Governor of Luba, 
could be delivered and explained to government and military officials. 
 
3. Initiate a public awareness campaign about the dangers of bushmeat 
consumption and the benefit of conservation with respect to ecotourism. This process 
could begin with government officials and then be implemented among the public at 
large. In particular, discussion of the dangers of processing and eating primate bushmeat, 
with respect to disease transmission, and examples of how ecotourism has benefited other 
African countries (particularly any West African examples). This provides incentives for 
implementing the law. 
 
 
 
 
